Advisory

Voluntas Advisory is looking for a Consultant with Marketing and
Communications focus
About Voluntās (Latin: will, goal, purpose, meaning)
Management consultants by profession and philosophers by heart, we work with public actors, private enterprises
and investors from around the world in shaping investment strategies, business development and policy with a
meaningful impact.
We know that meaningfulness is a fundamental driver of employee well-being, motivation, and engagement, which
significantly increase an organizations retention rate, innovation capacity, and productivity gains. Through our three
companies - Voluntas Advisory, Voluntas Investments, and The Meaningfulness Company - we pursue advisory,
investments and analytics that pave the way for meaningfulness to prosper.
Our typical projects include:
▪

Meaningfulness Surveys and Feedback Systems

▪

Definition of Purpose & Strategic Narratives

▪

Purposeful Business and Branding Strategies

▪

People & HR Strategies

▪

Leadership Development Processes

Our clients include private companies, public organizations, and international organizations - and we are looking for
a consultant with a marketing and communications focus to realize meaningful value for our clients, drive internal
business development, and be a part of our exciting growth journey.

Main Tasks
▪

Lead and supervise research and advisory across many industries and geographies

▪

Develop persuasive and engaging marketing and communications materials

▪

Structure problem solving and own individual project components

▪

Communicate analyses and findings through presentations and reports

▪

Contribute to thought leadership and a wide application of insights

▪

Constitute a key member of client engagement teams

Profile
▪

Graduate with a strong academic record in marketing, communications, strategy, HR, social sciences or similar

▪

Deep understanding of data-driven marketing (previous experience in marketing a plus)

▪

Exceptional ability to deliver influential and inspiring written text and verbal communication in English

▪

Robust analytical skill-set with demonstrated performance

▪

Solid team player and independent thinker

▪

Self-starter, highly organized and able to manage multiple work streams

▪

High level of personal accountability and strong work ethic

▪

Interest in entrepreneurship and business development

How to apply
Please send a resume, grade transcript and a letter answering the following three questions to
niv@voluntasinvestments.com
1.
2.
3.

If you could pick any person in the world to act as your personal mentor for the next year, who would you pick
and why them?
Tell us about your most inspiring project imaginable in Voluntas (not a current one)
Describe the three most important attributes you would bring to Voluntas

Selected candidates will be invited for self-awareness interviews to discuss their virtues, interests, competences and
experience and to test their problem-solving skills through case studies. For any inquiries, please reach out to Nicolai
Iversen on +45 20108399 or niv@voluntasinvestments.com.
The deadline is October 2nd - interviews will be conducted ongoingly.

Honesty
above compassion

Facts
above emotions

Humbleness and hard work
above good intentions

www.voluntasadvisory.com

Self-awareness
above self-confidence

